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ISOLATED POINTS OF THE SPECTRA OF

CONSERVATIVE MATRICES

N. K. SHARMA

ABSTRACT.    We show that the only possible isolated points in the

spectrum of a conservative triangular matrix are its diagonal elements,

and that any Hausdorff method corresponding to an absolutely continu-

ous mass function is in the norm closure of the analytic methods.

Let  oj represent the space of all real and complex sequences and let

c (cQ  or m) represent the subspace of all convergent sequences (null se-

quences or bounded sequences).   Let B(c) represent the complex Banach

algebra of bounded operators on  c with the usual norm topology.   Let  A =

(a   , ) be any infinite matrix and let, for x in a>, Ax denote the transformed

sequence, provided it exists.   Let  cA = \x £ a>: AX e c\.   A is called con-

servative (coercive) if  cA D c (cA 2 m).   For the properties of conservative

(coercive) matrices and Hausdorff methods the reader might refer to [2J.   A

matrix  A  is called triangular if a  , = 0  whenever  k > n and a triangular

matrix  A  is called a triangle if  a     ^0  for any  n.    A denotes the Banach

algebra of triangular matrices in  B(c).   If  A e B(c) then the set of complex

numbers  z  such that  A — zl is not invertible in  B(c) is called the spectrum

of A  and is denoted by a(A).   That a(A) is nonempty and compact is well

known [6, p. 418].

In § 1 we show that if  A  is in  A  then the only possible isolated points

in a(A) ate the  a    's.   This answers Question 2 of [9] negatively.   We also

show that the spectrum of a multiplicative Hausdorff method is always con-

nected.

In § 2 we show that the Hausdorff methods corresponding to absolutely

continuous mass functions are indeed in the norm closure of the analytic

methods of [3j.   We then give an application of this result and end the paper

with an open question.
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1.   We start with

Lemma.   If A £ A and a,, = 0 for some k, then R(A), range of A, is

not dense in c.

Proof.   We can assume that  a, , = 0  for some  k  and that  a      iO  for
kk nn

n < k.   Then for y = Ax, it is clear that y,   is a linear combination of y 's

foi n < k.   It is now easy to check that  R(A) cannot be dense in  c.

Theorem 1.   Let A g A.   The only possible isolated points in tr(A) are

the a    ' s.
nn

Proof.   Let  z be an isolated point of o(A).   It follows from [6, p. 42l]

that   3 a nontrivial projection  P  in A  which commutes with  A  and that PA,

as an operator on   Pc, has spectrum   \z\.   It is clear from the proof of the

Lemma that if the nth element of the diagonal of P  is nonzero, then  a      £
° nn

a(PA).   This proves the theorem.

Corollary 1.   There does not exist a triangle in A  with zero as an iso-

lated point of its spectrum.

This answers Question 2 of [9] negatively.

Corollary 2.   // A e A and a     -a for every n, then a(A) is connected.

Proof.   Suppose a(A) is not connected.   3 nonempty open sets   U and

V such that   U n V = 0 and a(A) C U L)V.   Let  a £ U.   Then we have a non-

trivial projection  P  such that  PA, as an operator on  Pc, has spectrum   V

n o(A).   But o(PA) must contain some   a      and hence the point  a which

contradicts   U C\ V = 0.

Remark 1.   Corollary 3 shows that  a      —a for every  n is not a neces-

sary condition for spectrum to be connected.

Theorem 2.   Let  P e A and P  Hausdorff.    Then Pn = P (n > 2)  if and

only if P £ {0, /,  ±HQ,  ±(I - HQ)\, where  HQ  is the Hausdorff method {h   A

with  h  „ = 1   for every n and h   , = 0  otherwise.
n0 ' J nk

Proof.   Let  P ¿ 0, /  and let  Q = Pn~ l.   Then  Q2 = P2n~2 = Pn ■ P"~2

= P"~   = Q.    Therefore criQ) = ¡0, 1¡.   But in view of the spectral mapping

theorem [6, p. 432], Q = P"_1 implies that a(Q) = [a(P)]n~l.   Hence a(P)

must be finite.   It follows from [9, Theorem 2] that P £ \±H'      ±(I - HQ)\.

Corollary 3.   Let H  be a Hausdorff method.    Then o(H)  consists of at
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most two components, one of which is a singleton set  \pQ\, where pQ   is the

first diagonal element of H.

Proof.   Following the proof of Corollary 2 we find that if a(H) is dis-

connected, then the corresponding projection  P  can be chosen to equal  HQ.

But HQH = p0W0, and pQH0, as an operator on HQc, has spectrum \p.Q\.

Theorem 3.   Let A e A  and suppose  a    's are all distinct.    If z  is an

isolated point in o(A)  then z belongs to the point spectrum of A.

Proof.   Theorem 1 tells us that  z = a     for some  r.   If  P = \p   , ¡ is the
rr L nk.

corresponding projection, then in view of the Lemma it follows that p    = 1

and p, , = 0  for  k /= r.   Direct computation shows that p   , = 0  for k > r.

Hence  Pc is finite dimensional and therefore  PA, as an operator on  Pc, has

only point spectrum.   Consequently  z belongs to the point spectrum of A.

Remark 2.   It follows from Pitt's theorem [5] that if H is a multiplica-

tive Hausdorff method corresponding to a mass function of regular bounded

variation then spectrum of  H is connected.   It follows from Corollary 3 that

if H is any multiplicative Hausdorff method then spectrum of H is connected.

2.   It has been observed in [9, following Facts 1 and 2] that if H is any

conservative Hausdorff method then there exists  /, analytic in  D = \z: \z -

Vi\ <lA\  such that  H = f(M), where  M is the Cesàro method of order   1, and

also that o(H) D /(£>)•   One would like to know when o(H) = /(D).  It is well

known that   U, the set of all conservative Hausdorff methods, is a commuta-

tive Banach algebra with identity and as such  z e o(H) if and only if there

exists a multiplicative linear functional   y on   U  such that  yiH) = z.   If

XÍH) = x(/(M)) = f(yiM)), it is clear that o{H) = ](D).  In the following we

investigate this phenomenon.

Theorem 4.   Let H be a conservative Hausdorff method which corresponds

to an absolutely continuous mass function ifj.    Then there exists \f  \ ana-

lytic in D  such that  \f (M)\ converges to H  in norm.

Proof.   Let  H = \h  ,}.   Then
nk

Since  /0 \if/' (z)| dt < oo, it follows from [10, p. 167] that there exist poly-

nomials in  log t  such that

J     \<P'it) - pn(log z)| dt —» 0    as  w —»oo.
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Let gn(z) = /¿Z1/z-1(logz)"^, for z e D.    Then gjz) = (- l)nn\zn + l.

Clearly g (z) is analytic in D and g (M) = (-l)"nlMn    .   Thus nonconstant

polynomials in  M, M  , M , . . . , M", . . .    are norm dense in the set of Hausdorff

methods corresponding to absolutely continuous mass functions.

Corollary 4.   // H  corresponds to an absolutely continuous mass func-

tion then a(H) = ¡(D).

Proof.   It follows from above that    3Í/  !, /    analytic in  D, such that

/ (M) —> H.   Also it is easy to check that for any multiplicative linear func-

tional X' xif iM)) = / ixiM))-   Observe that

l!/(M)|| >supi|/U)|:  zeD-\0\\.

Hence  / (M) —* H implies that / iz) —► f(z) uniformly on D - {0}.   If ^(Ai)

¿ 0, then it follows that xifiM)) = fixi^))-   U x(M) = ° then x(/(M)) =

lim _00/ (0) = 0.   / may not be defined at  0  but it is easy to check that

limz_0.z(rD/(z) = 0.   Hence o(H) = JtTj.

Applications.   (1)   It is clear that Corollary 4 extends to discrete

Hausdorff operators on  / , p > 1.   In particular one gets Theorem 2 of [4].

(2)   Let i/f  be absolutely continuous in  [0, l]  and  pkz) = f_Zzt/r (t) dt.

Then it follows from Corollary 4 that the Hausdorff method H corresponding

to the moment generating sequence  \p(n)\ is equivalent to convergence if

and only if inf j|p(z)|: Re z > 0j > ß > 0.   This is a special case of Pitt's

theorem [5, Theorem 7].

Remark 3.   If H ̂  = f(M) and H2 = g(M) and y is any linear multiplica-

tive functional on   U  such that  xi^y ~ Azi^  an^  X^?^ = g^?^' tnen iX- ls

not necessary that /(zj) = fiz2) or gizj) = g(z2).   For example we can take

H1 = M and  H-, = HQ  and

X(A)= lim   Z^-Z(lim   a\
n-00    fc ^    \w->oo /

for any conservative matrix  A.    Then it is well known that  x ls a multipli-

cative linear functional and y(Wj) = 1, xi^7^ = ^*   Here  Az^ = z an<^ g(0)

= 1  but giz) = 0  otherwise. In case  ^(M) = zQ, zQ £ D, then one can prove

that xifiM)) = /(x(M))  [.Proof.   The convergence domain of f(M) - /(zQ)/  con-

tains convergence domain of M - zQI (this is a consequence of Agnew's

theorem [l] and Rhoades' theorem [7]).   Then in view of Theorem 2 of

Rogosinski [8] one gets f(M) - fizQ)l = (M - zQl)h(M) fot some conservative

Hausdorff method  hiM).   Consequently  yifi^)) = fizQ) = fixiM))-   This proof
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also shows that  y(M) = z„  and zQ e D if and only if  X 's tne point evalua-

tion at  z-  e D. ]   The example in the beginning of the paragraph shows that

this is no longer true if zQ £ dD.   There is one open problem:   If o(f(M)) =

fiD) and a(g(M)) = g(D), is it true that

oifiM) + g(M)) =(f+ g)(D)?

We take this opportunity to thank Professor Rhoades for pointing out an

error in the earlier proof of Theorem 3. We also wish to thank the referee of

this paper for his valuable remarks.
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